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First person stories of The Friday Pilots of Tucson Arizona. Lessons learned flying the old
airplanes in the old Air Force, Army and Navy in peace and war. They crashed, they burned, they
laughed, they cried, they soared. These pilots are the REAL DEAL. They’ve been there, done
that. You’ll enjoy.
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July 1965 by Russ ViolettChapter Twenty-nineFrom Fat and Ugly to Sleek and Pointed by Alex
WrightAbout the Friday pilotsEpilogueGlossaryAbout the EditorABOUT THE COVERThis is an
iconic cover. Most readers look at a cover once. We guarantee you will look at this one, front and
back, several times. It contains aviation symbolism. The cover was designed by award winning
aviation artist, writer and filmmaker, John Mollison, as an homage to the influences he had as a
“plane crazy” little boy. The stories of famous aviators and their machines helped to shape his
deep respect for the American story, sense of personal responsibility and appreciation for how
studying history is crucial for the success of future generations. The cover design contains
fourteen objects and symbols that have been important to the stories of aviators. See if you can
find them on the cover, an aviation treasure hunt. The objects, on front and back pages, are
circled with explanations on the next page.KEY TO THE COVERThe cover circles contain: 1. A
four-ship of fighter aircraft flying a “missing man” formation with #3 pulling up out of the flight
towards the heavens as a tribute to a fallen comrade, 2. “Three linebackers” symbolizing B-52
flights in Operation Linebacker I and II in the Vietnam War, 3. An airline captain’s hat, 4. A POW/
MIA flag symbolizing the suffering of our POWs in all wars, 5. A “Jolly Green Giant,” symbolizing
the heroism of the HH-3E Jolly Green helicopter crews that performed daring and miraculous
rescues of downed pilots in Vietnam, 6. An SA-2 Surface to Air (SAM) Missile prevalent in the
Vietnam War, 7. Army helicopter wings “hovering” over the grass, 8. Marine/Navy wings, 9. USAF
wings, 10. “Dead bug,” symbolizing an Air Force bar game - someone yells “DEAD BUG” and
everyone hits the floor - last man standing buys the bar, 11. A “nickel on the grass,” - a symbolic
gesture of throwing a nickel on the grass to commemorate the loss of a comrade, 12. The moon,
honoring our astronauts, 13. An old geezer telling a story and..., 14. A young mind taking it all
in.How to contact John MollisonDEDICATIONTo our fellow pilots who made these stories
possible, those who are with us and those who aren’t. Several members of our Tucson Friday
Pilots slipped the surly bonds of earth before publication of this book – may a good and gracious
God hold them and their families in the palm of His hand until we meet again. Rest in peace, our
dear brothers and sisters.Norm SandellJim Record“Dusty” ShowenLouis L. WilsonAl
White“Boris” BairdTunis ParsonsEric EricksonGordy WilliamsBob DundasFrank MortonLew
DaughertyWe know we are geezers. We know we’ve lived longer than we were supposed to
especially doing what we have done - fly old airplanes for a long time all over the world, day and
night, in all kinds of weather, some of it in wars. Flying has taken a toll on our bodies, but it has
filled our memories. Few have experienced the full life we have all enjoyed because of aviation
and because of each other. We meet every Friday at Hacienda del Sol for lunch. Some have
asked, “Why would you meet every Friday at the same place with the same people?” Our answer
- “If you have to ask, you wouldn’t understand.” As Shakespeare wrote, “We few, we happy few,
we band of brothers.” - The Friday PilotsQUOTATIONSGod does not subtract from man’s allotted
time the hours spent while flying, but He exacts harsh penalties for those who do not learn to
land properly.The difference between fear and terror: fear is when your calculations show you
may not have enough fuel to make it to your destination. Terror is when you realize you were



right.I wore my mask while pulling 9 Gs, checking six, pumping out flares, telling #2 to “BREAK
LEFT!”, selecting auto guns, locking up a bandit, selecting the Aim-9, keeping visual while
gaining a tally, getting a 1500 MHz tone, watching my altitude, planning an egress, shooting the
bandit, telling #2 to “bugout south”, reforming into tactical formation, pushing it up, taking it
down, short range radar, and resetting the CAP….and all you gotta’ do is pick up a gallon of
milk.Mommy, I want to grow up and be a pilot. Honey, you can’t do both.When you see a tree in
the clouds, it’s not good news.Heaven is crowded with civilian pilots who did not get their
Instrument Rating.Aviation’s greatest invention was the relief tube.My junior high school teacher
told me no one would pay me to look out the window. Now I’m an airline captain.The older I get,
the better pilot I was.We’re at the age when we realize the best thing about flying fighters was
free oxygen.Takeoffs are optional, landings are mandatory.Never fly the “A” model of
anything.Because I’m the Captain, that’s why!Pilots - looking down on people since 1903.There
are three simple rules for making a smooth landing. Unfortunately, no pilot knows exactly what
they are.The average fighter pilot, despite a swaggering personality and confident exterior, is
capable of feelings such as love, affection, humility, caring and intimacy. They just don’t involve
others.When everything else is going against you, remember an aircraft still takes off into the
wind.Friday Pilots Pat Halloran and Tom Keck in their SR-71s, “Yeah, though I fly through the
valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for I am at 80,000 ft. and climbing.”An idiot can get
an airplane off the ground, it takes a pilot to get it back in one piece.Pilot dictum: remember, in
the end, gravity always wins.You can only tie the record for flying low.Black boxes may be
replacing pilots, but pilots can be maintained easily and produced by unskilled labor.Many
young, inexperienced pilots have delusions of adequacy.Flying is the art of learning to throw
yourself at the ground and miss.Richard Reid forced us to remove our shoes in the TSA line.
Thank goodness he wasn’t the “underwear bomber.”Elderly lady to airline captain, “Are you sure
you are safe to fly?” Answer, “Lady, how do you think I got this old?”Optimists invented the
airplane. Pessimists invented the parachute.Scientific fact: the rings of Saturn are composed of
lost airline luggage.Newton’s Law: What goes up must come down. Squadron Commander’s
Law: What comes down better be able to go up again!I was 14 when I wanted to be a pilot. I’m
now 80 and still want to be a pilot, but I’d rather be 14 again.Ladies and gentlemen, this is the
Captain speaking. This was the First Officer’s leg and he made that landing you just
experienced. I have asked him to stand at the door and receive your comments.Passenger to
Flight Attendant: “John Wayne didn’t use a seatbelt.” Flight Attendant: “John Wayne isn’t going to
New York with us and neither are you unless you buckle up!”Icarus could have flown if he picked
a cloudy day.You’ve never been lost until you’ve been lost at Mach 3 - SR-71 pilot.As George
Carlin said, “If black boxes survive crashes, why don’t they make the whole airplane out of that
stuff?”Soldier to a pilot: “Why didn’t you join the Army?” Pilot’s answer, “I found out that good
food and clean sheets were readily available on nearby Air Force bases.”“Roger” - a term used
by pilots when they can’t figure out what else to say.“Cone of Confusion” - all radio terminology
on JFK ground control.“Balls-to-the-wall” - FULL THROTTLE, or an extremely bad



landing.Kennedy Ground Control to female pilot. “I told you to turn on Alpha!” Female pilot,
“Don’t be angry, I didn’t understand you!” Controller, “Are you my ex-wife?”Beer was invented to
make pilot stories more interesting.Pilots have to be brave so they don’t get scared when they
can’t see at night, or inside of clouds, or when a motor or wing falls off.You have never lived until
you have almost died. Life has a special flavor the protected will never know.Helicopter pilots are
different from airplane pilots. Airplane pilots are open, clear-eyed, buoyant extroverts. Helicopter
pilots are brooders, introspective anticipators of trouble. They know if something bad has not
happened, it is about to.Death is God’s way of telling pilots to watch their airspeed on final.You
can’t fly unless you can land, but you can’t land unless you can fly. So, which is it?What is the
worst thing that can happen when you are flying? - running out of airspeed, altitude and ideas all
at the same time.All engine sounds are magnified over the ocean.What do you do when you are
in trouble flying? Call for help. What if no help is available? Then, no sense calling.What do you
do if you don’t like your boss? Go flying. What if he won’t let you go flying? Go anyway, he won’t
be your boss for long.We are reaching the age where “life sentence” is less of a threat.FAA motto
for pilots: “We’re not happy unless you’re not happy.”Airline pilots must learn to land because
some passengers have low pain thresholds.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThis book would not have
been possible without Hacienda del Sol and its staff. Hacienda del Sol is a Tucson resort, hotel
and restaurant with a storied past. Spencer Tracy and Katherine Hepburn were amongst the
famous of old-time guests. They would have fit right in with us. We would have invited them to
our table. We gather every Friday, 20-30 of us, for lies, laughs, lunch and stories. Our favorite
waiter is Preston. He waits on us and puts up with our stupid questions, poor hearing, bad
eyesight and requests to repeat the day’s special once again.Special thanks to renowned
aviation artist, John Mollison, for our cover design and to Chris Vasquez for the use of his high
quality photos.Russ Violett is our, “el jefe,” one of the longest-term members of the group. He
makes policy calls, of which there are few, if any.Thanks to Andy Muscarello for thankless years
of managing the lunch call-in numbers and thanks to Dan Moore for taking over the reins.Thanks
to Rose “Rosie the Riveter” Shepperd for editing, advice (some welcomed), proof reading and
not yelling, “GET OFF THE COMPUTER!” too often during the long, aggravating assembly and
publication process of an edited book with numerous authors.Thanks to Bill Pitts, Claudia
Johnson and Rob Van Sice for additional proof-reading assistance.Thanks to Tyler, Rebecca
and Christian Shepperd for their computer advice, ideas and assistance.Thanks to our families
who stayed with us through the rough years that produced our stories.Thanks to the leaders in
our Air Force, Army, Navy and Marines who trained us, put up with us and helped us live to tell
these stories.Thanks to the authors of the stories in this book. This is our second book. Writing is
hard. Writing, when you are elderly, is REALLY hard, but we did it. Part of the proceeds to every
book goes to the Fisher House military charity at the VA Hospital in Tucson.Thanks to the
America we love. You have changed since we first knew you, but rest assured we will be with you
to the end of our lives. We are no longer tan, fit and ready. We are now old, gray and grizzled, but
if you ever need us again, we’ll be there. You can bet on it.FOREWORDWalk into Hacienda del



Sol on a Friday noon and you will see a table of anywhere between 20-30 men. They are
geezers, the youngest late 60s, most late 70s to late 80s, six over 90. Bald heads, hearing aids
and canes abound. Laughter and camaraderie is their most noticeable contribution. These guys
like each other. They laugh repeatedly at each other’s jokes, many of them the same told the
previous week. The four members over 90 are still surprisingly vital. They live in their own
homes, drive their own cars and write their own stories.The stories in this book are worth
reading. They are filled with lessons learned, some obvious, some vague and embedded, but
they all come from flying airplanes long ago. The lessons come from the old America in which
these geezers lived.The stories in this book come from an exceptional group of men. They are
pilots, old pilots, that flew in the old days, in the old airplanes and the early jets. They sat nuclear
alert in the Cold War. They have been to war. Some have crashed and burned. Some have been
shot by AAA, MiGs and SAMs. Some were hit and parachuted into enemy jungles. They evaded
and ran from the enemy. Some were captured. They endured torture and imprisonment in North
Vietnam, some for almost six years. Some were part of rescue forces who tried desperately to
rescue them. Some flew helicopters into intense gunfire to insert troops and came back to pick
up the wounded. Some have ridden huge rockets into space and orbited the earth. Some flew
the Lunar Lander. Some have run large companies. Some have been rich and many started out
poor. They have all been married, some divorced. They have had successful children and some
have lost children. Some have lost wives. There are pilots who finished their careers as generals,
colonels, lieutenant colonels and majors, captains, even lieutenants, and Navy jocks as Navy
Captains. There are fighter pilots, bomber pilots, airline pilots, corporate pilots and astronauts,
even some who have owned airplane companies and been senior executives of corporations
and on boards, and men who have landed on Navy carriers in pitching seas at night.Listen
closely. The stories are often about their flying days, their wars and emergencies. Absent are
stories about heroism. It’s a foreign word to them. They did it, they watched it, but none will use
the word. It was just what happened because they were there. The conversation is about the
latest University of Arizona decision to postpone the sports seasons into 2021, a huge bummer.
They are Wildcat football and basketball fans, and lately women’s basketball. COVID has
brought another temporary disappointment - many are not meeting because they have
underlying conditions and until the COVID statistics alter dramatically downward, they won’t
attend lunch. It may be next year before most feel comfortable. They are all hoping for a vaccine
that works. But, there is good news - it gave the geezers time to write this book.These men do
not look impressive, but they are the REAL DEAL. They are geezers and these are their stories
and the lessons they learned living through them.The Friday PilotsINTRODUCTIONHere was
the introduction to our “first” book, The Friday Pilots: It seems everyone at some point in life
wants to write a book. There appears to be a desire to leave something for posterity, for one’s
family, for the grandchildren. Maybe it’s as simple as wanting to say, “I was there. I did things. I
mattered.” Most leave photos, but few actually write a book. It is hard work and most people are
not good writers. It is even harder to get published.The Friday Pilots did something almost



everyone talks about and few do: they wrote down their memories for their kids, grandkids,
families and friends. These men reached back decades into history, times in our nation that were
both difficult and different. Life and airplanes were hard. Some of the stories evoke joy and
laughter; some bring back memories better left unvisited. The authors overcame addled
memories, arthritic fingers and steam driven computers to write their stories. Strap in, hold on
and you’ll enjoy a look at aviation history through the eyes of those who lived it.The idea for this
book came at one of our Friday lunches in Tucson, Arizona. We meet every Friday and we kid
each other, we laugh, we tell stories, some even true. We have become legends in our own
minds. We decided to write a book, a collection of first-person stories. Some will write about life,
some about flying. Unless one is an author, he does not keep copious notes, but we all have
memories. These are our memories. Enjoy.And, here is our “second” book, “On the Wings of
Geezers - life lessons from old pilots.” We know we are geezers. Some people look at us with
pity. None of us ever wanted to be this old until recently. We assure you WE ARE FOR REAL.
Our poster would read, “BEEN THERE, DONE THAT.” We think we’ve seen it all by this time in
our lives: war; peace; recession; plenty; protests, riots, terrorism. Our world has changed and
those in it. We want to pass on to you our stories and impressions of the world from which we
came. It has not all been easy. We call this “life lessons.” Others might call it “advice.” Ignore us at
your peril. If you are lucky like us, some day you too will be old and can write your own
book.BECAUSE WE FLEW...Once the wings go on, they never come off whether they can be
seen or not. It fuses to the soul through adversity, fear and adrenaline, and no one who has ever
worn them with pride, integrity and guts can ever sleep through the call of the wild that wafts
through bedroom windows in the deep of the night.When a good flyer leaves the job and retires,
many are jealous, some are pleased and yet others, who may have already retired, wonder. We
wonder if he knows what he is leaving behind, because we already know. We know, for example,
that after a lifetime of camaraderie that few experience, it will remain as a longing for those past
times.We know in the world of flying, there is a fellowship which lasts long after the flight suits
are hung up in the back of the closet. We know even if he throws them away, they will be on him
with every step and breath that remains in his life. We also know how the very bearing of the
man speaks of what he was, and in his heart, still is.Because we flew, we envy no man on
earth.Author UnknownPoster purchased from Leanne Flannery’s Gallery on Etsy.comCHAPTER
ONE1,989 DAYS CAMPING OUT IN HANOIby Bob BarnettI found myself in the “ropes.” The
guards had cinched me down so I could barely breathe, stuck a dirty rag in my mouth, and then
walked out of the “Knobby Room.” The room had seen many indescribable torture sessions of
my fellow Nam-Pows. It had rock-like plaster bumps on the ugly green walls. The color was
described as looking like bile.So, here I was, in the “ropes” again. The first time was after I was
captured in a jungle area approximately 15 miles northeast of Haiphong Harbor. I had been shot
down on my 43rd mission by a surface-to-air missile six days before. With any luck at all I would
have been picked up, but the fickle finger of fate came into play since a navy pilot had been shot
down moments after me. The rescue helicopter picked him up and then was too low on fuel to



come back for me.I evaded capture for two days and nights. On the third day I was tracked down
by a dog, who bit me on the shoulder, and then was captured by a group of ten men, some of
them wearing loincloths. I was taken into a village and put on display for a throng of people
looking at me as if I were a creature from Mars. They beat me and put me in the body-crushing
ropes when I would not answer their questions. They threatened that they would break my arms
and my legs, and then kill me if I didn’t talk to the rescue airplanes and lead them into an
ambush.Thankfully, I was able send a false code and rescue attempts were ended. My captors
then tied me up and sat me on a fuel tank in the bed of a truck and drove me into Hanoi to Hoa
Lo prison, also known as the Hanoi Hilton.I was taken immediately to the Knobby Room and
forced to sit on a low stool. I hadn’t slept for six days. Even though mosquitoes were biting me, I
couldn’t stay awake, so I climbed up on a table that was covered with a blue tablecloth and fell
asleep. Suddenly the door opened, I was put in the ropes again, and they left me on the floor in
terrible pain. My hips were pulled out of the sockets, and my shoulders were stressed. After an
interminable amount of time they returned, untied me, and resumed the interrogation.North
Vietnam had signed the Geneva agreement for the treatment of Prisoners of War. However, they
did not comply with their obligation saying that since there was no declaration of war, we were
considered “War Criminals,” “Blackest Criminals” and “Air Pirates.”When my initial interrogations
were over, I was moved into a small solo cell. They brought me pajamas, a mat and a water jug. I
remember saying to myself, “I guess I’m going to stay.” I had very little to eat until this point. My
first meal after my stint in the knobby room was a bowl of raw sugar.I have not been a very
religious person, but when I was under intense pressure I started saying over and over, “Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil.” It is amazing to me
that when it seemed that I was at my wits-end and felt that it couldn’t get any worse, I fell back on
praying to God and it seemed that He was there. It was all so surreal. I kept asking myself, “What
did I do to deserve this?” It is an enormous adjustment to go from being a free, happy man to
being locked up in a dirty, small cell halfway around the world.In the early days, every contact I
had with the Communist Vietnamese was hostile and threatening. I was told that I would be tried
as a war criminal. Furthermore, they said I had a bad attitude and would never go home. My
name was not released as a POW, and I remained as Missing in Action for two and one-half
years. I received no mail for three years. But, I was not alone. All of us that were being held had
to deal with this. Many were tortured to make audio tapes saying they were receiving good
treatment.I had spent my first month in solitary at the Hilton, then I was moved blindfolded and
cuffed to a camp we called the Zoo. It was about 12 miles southwest of Hanoi. We were moved
into a new area called the Zoo Annex. There was a lot of bombing going on, and the POW
population was growing rapidly. The move took place at night, and I had no idea where I was
going or where I was.When I got to the Zoo, they put me in a room. I had to put my hands on the
wall while they took off my blindfold. As I turned around I saw that I had three cellmates, Don
“Digger” Odell, Jim Clements, and Wayne Waddell. All had been F-105 pilots. Digger and Jim
had been shot down after me and Wayne had been there for 14 weeks. I looked at Wayne and



was amazed that he was still alive after 14 weeks. The military can be a small place sometimes.
Both Digger and Jim had been at Korat with me. Jim had been in my flight. Digger had lived in
the other half of a duplex many years ago when he was going through F-86D training, and I was
an instructor at Perrin Air Force Base. It seems that we always know somebody or know
somebody that knows somebody.The four of us lived in this dark, windowless cell for six months.
I was the Senior Ranking Officer (SRO) and every so often, I was taken out for a quiz to be
threatened in order to improve “my attitude.” Fortunately, it went no farther than that. The first
winter was tough. We had very little clothing and the temperatures were near freezing. We went
six weeks without a bath. A bath consisted of throwing a bucket of freezing water over you and
drying off with a hand towel.We would get rice and a bowl of soup made of pumpkin, cabbage or
something we called green weeds or whatever was in season. We had a bucket to do our
business, it had a rusty rim that caused nice red circles. After a year or so dealing with the rusty
bucket rim, I got a new cellmate. When he needed to use the bucket, he set his sandals on the
rim and sat down. I was amazed! It was like inventing the wheel! So, the next time I needed to
use the bucket, I put my sandals on the rim, just like him, and one of my sandals promptly fell in
the bucket. I needed training. I had diarrhea most of the time.Digger had suffered what proved to
be a broken neck and his hands were useless due to the ropes. He occasionally would start to
pass out and had to lie down. He would often look at me and say, “What a predicament!”After
about six months, the door opened and we got a new cellmate, Navy Lieutenant Commander Ed
Martin. The Vietnamese would say that we had no rank, but they knew everyone’s rank. I was
always with what we call O4s (Majors and Navy Lt. Commanders) for the first few years. Ed
outranked me and we had a change of command. The next time the guards came for an “attitude
check,” they took Ed out.Ed had heard about the “tap code.” He took a piece of brick out and we
wrote it on the floor. With that we were able to make contact with the next cell for the first time.
Being able to communicate with our fellow POWs in the next cell was a very big deal!It was
always impossible to figure out what the NVA would do next.We moved around from one cell to
another which seemed to be their way of breaking up communication between cells. If we were
caught communicating, the penalty was severe.Unexpectedly, in the spring of 1968, we were
moved and there were nine of us in the same cell, all O4s. We were together for about a month.
Almost every day we had an altercation with the guard since we didn’t bow properly. Among my
new cellmates was Dwight Sullivan, “Sully.” He had been Digger’s flight lead. Digger had been hit
and had a midair with Sully. But, Digger hadn’t realized it until we made contact with Sully. After a
month, we were all marched out of our cell in the Annex and moved into two-man cells in the
main camp.Dwight Sullivan became my cellmate. Our cell was approximately 10’ by 10’. There
were two vents about 10’ high and close to the ceiling. We had a board-bed and a bucket. Sully
and I were in this cell for over a year. In the summer it was like an oven and the mosquitoes were
after us all the time. We had nothing to read and were locked up 24 hours a day. Once or twice a
week we would go out to a well, throw a bucket or two of water on ourselves and wash our shorts
and pajamas the best we could.I had learned the tap code and with Sully “clearing,” we



communicated with the cells next to us. We began learning the names of the other POWs in the
Zoo. We tried to remember names of capitols, presidents, etc. We walked around in circles for
hours at a time in order to exercise and to pass the time. I would guess that we walked from Los
Angeles to New York more than once.I had a lot of outstanding cellmates, but Sully was my
favorite. Sully was courageous, loyal, even-tempered, and dependable. He never complained.
When Sully lost weight because of an ulcer, he was given extra milk and cookies. Sully refused
to drink the milk or eat the cookies unless I would too. My friend Sully passed away 12/8/19.
GBU, Sully.One day the guards came and had us roll up our worldly possessions in our badly
stained mats, and we moved to what we called the Pig Sty. We had names for all the buildings in
the camp, none more colorful than the Pig Sty. It was summer, and I had a terrible case of heat
rash with pus blisters over my arms and the back of my legs. That summer Sully and I were
separated, not to see each other again until we got on the airplane to go home over three years
later.In 1970, I was moved in with four Navy pilots and an Air Force pilot. We were together for
nine months. I have often thought how tough, how strong, how brave, my cellmates were. We
were randomly shot down and were a cross-section of all military officers flying in North
Vietnam. Every one of my cellmates had resisted to the best of their ability and never lost faith in
our fellow prisoners and our GREAT COUNTRY.I was a prisoner for 1,986 days, but because I
was able to evade capture for three days, I was actually in North Vietnam for 1,989 days.
Thankfully, I didn’t know that I was going to be there nearly FIVE AND ONE HALF years. When I
would say “woe is me,” I was quick to remind myself that when I got to Hanoi, there were those
that had already been there for two and a half years.I’m often asked how I dealt with this
nightmare. My method was to think that the war was going to end in three months and that we
would be going home. This actually worked for quite a while, but in November 1970, the US sent
a force of heroes to Son Tay where prisoners had been known to be held. However, the NVA had
actually closed the camp a couple of months earlier. The result was that all of the 340 or so
POWs were moved from all the camps into the Hanoi Hilton, and we were all held together in an
area we called Camp Unity. I had a period of depression when I realized that if the U.S. would go
to such an effort, then the war was not going to end anytime soon.I stayed at the Hilton for nine
months. All 340 of us were in big cells for the first time. I was in a cell of 26. We were sleeping on
a cement slab that was in the middle of a large room. We organized and had all kinds of classes
on all kinds of subjects. Since I had learned Spanish during my tour as an Advisor to the
Ecuadorian Air Force, I had a group of Spanish students. We had no books, so everything was
done by memory. One never knows when a talent or a skill will come in handy.I was again moved
back to the Zoo and remained there until May 1972. All bombing of the northern part of Vietnam
had stopped in the Spring of 1968. So, when we heard air raid sirens and anti-aircraft guns being
fired, it was the first positive sign we had had in years. After the bombing started, the guards
moved all POWs who were in the Zoo back to the Hilton. We were there for two weeks when one
night, about 220 of us were blindfolded, handcuffed, and stuffed into canvas-topped trucks and
we departed Hanoi. After a while, they took off the blindfolds, and I peeked through the canvas



tarp and saw a sign that said Lang Son. I knew this was on the border with China. I thought we
were going to China. Instead, we turned west and when it became light, they parked all the
trucks under the trees, and we stayed there all day. When it was dark, we continued west until
we came to a group of buildings that had been unoccupied. We were by the city of Cao Bang, a
few miles from the Chinese border. It was pouring rain when we arrived after midnight.We were
divided into groups of 12 or so. Each building had two large connecting rooms. Our room had a
current of water running through it. In one room they found a cobra. There was no electricity or
running water, just camping out. The best thing was, they left us alone. I, along with several
cellmates, started an intense exercise program. We were doing over 500 pushups a day, and I
started walking around on my hands and doing things I hadn’t done since high school. We had
public speaking classes, movie night, story time, church services, and I had my group of
Spanish students. We were writing letters home occasionally, but none of them were ever sent.
They were hiding us.In October 1972, we were all moved around and ended up in rooms with
those that had concurrent shoot down dates. Our hopes soared that something was happening.
Then one day, the guards came with a tape recording telling us that the obdurate, bellicose
United States had sabotaged peace talks. Downer, again. For the first time, the US, under
President Nixon, dispatched our B-52s to Haiphong and Hanoi. North Vietnam capitulated and a
peace agreement was signed. The release of the POWs was a big part of the agreement. Every
ex Nam-Pow that I know is eternally grateful to President Nixon for his brave decision. We are
indebted to the courageous B52 crews, many of whom lost their lives, so we could come
home.In January, we were bussed back to Hanoi, no cuffs and no blindfolds. I ended up in a
place we called the Plantation in downtown Hanoi. There were about 110 of us, all within the
same shoot down dates. The first group left on February 12th, 1973. They flew out of Hanoi on
C-141s. We would never have guessed that that would be the way we would go home. My turn
came on March 14th when my group left Hanoi and flew back to Freedom. It seemed like a
dream. We landed at Clark Air Base in the Philippines. There we were debriefed, received
medical checkups, showered in hot running water, flushed toilets, ate ice cream, drank milk and
had meat. Each of us had an escort officer. My escort, Neil, arranged for me to call home and
talk to Anita. She, along with the rest of my family, had suffered beyond words and now I was
free. After three days, we flew back to the good old USA with a stop at Hickam Field. It seemed
like thousands of people met us at 3:00 am cheering our arrival. We then flew on to March Air
Force Base, CA where I was met by Anita and our daughter, Lori. My sister, Doreen, my brother,
Don, my sister-in-law, Carol and many other family members and a host of friends were there to
welcome me home.I was FINALLY FREE!That was on St. Patrick’s Day, 1973. What a life it has
been since then. I look at my wonderful grandchildren and great-grandchildren and realize that
they would not be on this earth if I had not survived and made the choices I made. I graduated
with a Masters Degree from the University of Arizona, was the Professor of Aerospace Studies
at the U of A, and started and developed an airplane business. I sold the business and spent
another 20 years flying and teaching Learjet Pilots.My wife, Anita, passed away on Christmas



Eve in 2012. We had been married over 60 years. Another pivotable life changer. Then, another
miracle. I found Suzanne Purcell. Her husband had been a Nam-Pow and passed away in 2009.
We are soulmates and travel the world together. There is always another rainbow - Suzanne is
my rainbow.What has the POW experience taught me?MY LESSONS LEARNEDI had hours,
days, months and years to review every aspect of my life. I was unable to answer the age-old
question of why we are here and where we are going. Much smarter people have been unable to
answer that. My overriding goal, along with my fellow POWs, was to come Home With Honor. I
felt that I would have rather died than carry the burden of failing at that promise. I feel I fulfilled
that objective. I do not have any nightmares about Vietnam and never dream about it. We had to
adapt and adjust to this horrible situation. We kept our minds busy and exercised when we
could. I learned the tap code and communicated with fellow prisoners almost daily during our
early years in the Zoo. We trusted and cared for each other. That carries over to this day. I thank
God for each day.And, almost every Friday, I have lunch with the same kind of outstanding men
that I knew in the prison camps of Vietnam, The Friday Pilots.If the reader is interested, I refer
you to an in-depth story of my shoot down, evading, and capture. Just Google, 2005 Air Power
Archive, Spring Volume 52, Number 1, “Ozark Lead is out of the airplane,” written by Howard
Plunkett. Also, Google “Veterans Tributes.” Select “View Tributes,” Scroll to Air Force or Coast
Guard and find Robert Barnett.CHAPTER TWOTHE BOY, THE MAN, THE FAILURES, THE
GOOD THINGSby Dr. Robert P. Breault, alias “The Lieutenant”Let me start from the very
beginning. It was hot. I remember there was pain. Excruciating pain. My whole body hurt. It came
from every direction. Then, there was a burst of light and the pain was gone. I was born. Those
are the first thoughts that I remember. I am saying that I remember my birth. For years later up to
age 33, I would have a recurring nightmare of the event. A doctor told me that there is some
decent percentage of people who do.I was born at home in Naugatuck, Connecticut in 1941. My
two sisters were also born at home. My Ukrainian immigrant grandmother, Boona, actually
“delivered” me as Dr. Williams was scrubbing down in our kitchen. He supposedly said “Mrs.
Swiska, just hold him until I wash up. I’ll be right with you.” It was the perfectly natural way.I was a
devil of a child for my mother to care for. At four years old, I would climb out windows to “escape.”
I once rode downhill standing up in my Red Flyer wagon, hit a bump, fell backwards and got a
concussion. I would tie snow sleds together and slide down streets. As a 10-year-old, I climbed
to rooftops of two-story houses without a ladder. But, I was a good boy, with a lot of spirit.From
about 1951 to flying fighter planes out of Phan Rang in 1967, I built complex solid based rockets
from scratch. I do mean scratch. In the early ’50s they did not have rocket kits for kids, but I did
have a chemistry set. I was able to purchase potassium nitrite from the drugstore in quart sized
jars. If you add sulfur and charcoal in the right amounts, you get either gunpowder or rocket fuel.
You’d better test it in small amounts before you load your rocket. I always did. Nevertheless, I did
have one “rocket test capsule” blow up and fly as shrapnel over a two-story garage, a parking lot,
and a two-story house before landing on a neighbor’s second-floor porch. I did successfully
launch rockets across my hometown over multiple churches and houses, very small rockets. At



Phan Rang, I launched a three-stage rocket from the hooch area by the O-Club onto the road
adjacent to the ammo dump. I had five Bird Colonels that witnessed that flight. I even launched
one from underwater. I did enough through grammar school and college that I got a call from
Gus Grissom when I was a Freshman at Yale.For years as a young boy, I hunted down crystalline
rocks in the Connecticut woods and studied them. By 7th grade I was reading college textbooks.
It was in the summer of 1954 (three years before Sputnik) that I decided to go to college and get
a degree in Mathematics, and then go into the USAF to become a fighter pilot, and then get a
PhD from the University of Arizona, and then enter my career doing spaced based research. I
had never yet traveled far from Connecticut. Hey space, here comes your scientific space
explorer. This is so documented in my high school and college yearbooks - you plan and then
execute.I graduated from Yale in ’62, BS in Math, barely. I went to Officer Training Scholl (OTS),
received a Regular Commission and was assigned to Vance AFB Class 64E for pilot training. I
was lucky. My vision was 20-30. I had reading glasses but was able to see and memorized the
eyechart instantly. “TECFOXIDPNH.” But, after seven flights of filling the white bag, I was put on
probation so I could be “washed out.” Every time I got sick it was JUST before returning to land. I
could perform all the maneuvers, all the flight join-ups, touch-and-go landings, the spin tests etc.
without getting sick. Only when I was instructed to head back to the base for final landing, did I
get sick. Classmates, Capt. Hanna and Capt. Heizer, did some fast-talking on my behalf, and I
was re-accepted into the class with a new instructor, Capt. Tom Wiley, a soothing teacher. He
calmed my anxiety almost immediately. I got over getting sick on my second flight with him, and
then, never got sick in a plane again. I graduated near the top of the 64E class and got one of
the two fighter assignments. I went to Luke for F-100 training, then was assigned to the 614 TFS,
Lucky Devils, at England AFB, LA. I went to Alaska doing Polar Strike as an Umpire, then TDY to
Misawa, Japan and Kunsan, Korea.I was the only lieutenant in the 614th but was a “hotshot” kid.
My performance earned me the distinction of being flight lead qualified at 300 hours in the
F-100. That led to an F-100 Wild Weasel assignment in 1965. F-100 Weasels were the pioneers.
I was the only first lieutenant in the program. I have often been called out as “The Lieutenant.” In
Korat, Thailand in early January 1966, we had only seven F-100 Wild Weasel aircraft, and 12
F-100 pilots. By early February, we were down to two F-100 Wild Weasel flyable planes and
seven pilots, all combat losses. I was sent back to the 614th TFS. In 1967 the 614th deployed to
Phan Rang, Vietnam and its aluminum planking runway (lots of stories to tell).March 27, 1967,
my 6:30 a.m. takeoff: On a most beautiful morning at Phan Rang, I experienced the most exciting
four seconds in my life. It was when I was in an F-100. It was when my F-100 blew its engine
apart on takeoff.I had an early morning takeoff time. I was loaded with two cans of napalm and
two 500lb. bombs. The sun was just coming up through a broken cloud bank over the ocean to
the east of Phan Rang. The temperature was cool. It was such an inspiring morning, and I took
the time to take pictures of the plane with the sunrise as a background. I even took time to
position my helmet on the canopy rail and re-shoot the picture. I was in a happy mood and
feeling the thrill of being a fighter pilot.I was flight lead. We taxied to the runway and received



clearance for takeoff. I rolled into position. I stopped and pressed hard on the brakes as I pushed
the throttle to full power. I performed my instrument check, RPM, oil pressure, exhaust gas
temperature and all read normal. I released brakes and lit the afterburner. I felt normal
acceleration pushing me back into the seat as I enjoyed the view and the thunderous sound of
engine thrust.As I accelerated, I had a wonderful feeling, realizing the plane was in perfect
shape as I rolled down the runway centerline. I remember thinking, “It doesn’t get better than this.
This is one of the most beautiful moments in my life, a near virgin concrete runway and the
perfect plane on a magnificent day.”Check speed was good and as I accelerated towards 200
knots, I pulled back on the stick lightly and the plane lifted free of the runway, about 7,000 ft.
down the 10,000 ft. strip. I reached for the gear handle to raise the gear and suddenly there was
a huge explosion all around me. Surprisingly, I was still alive. In a glance, I saw all my engine
indicators drop. I had no power. To successfully eject from an F-100 you needed to be above 200
kts. and above 200 ft. for safe ejection, parachute deployment and most importantly, for safe
landing (maybe). I was at 200 kts. and four ft. off the ground. If I pulled up, I would lose airspeed
and probably die if I ejected.In a half a second, I determined that I might have a slim chance. I
lowered the plane back down onto the runway approaching the 9,000-foot marker. I had two
seconds to stop a 15-ton aircraft moving at 200 knots from running off the end of the runway and
into a minefield that was there to protect the base from enemy infiltration. Under these
circumstances, the minefield was not likely going to finish me off. Past the overrun, there was a
four-foot drop that would have collapsed my nose gear and I would have tumbled and gone up in
one spectacular ball of fire, napalm, bombs, full load of fuel and the mines. It would have been a
spectacular sight to remember - for the men in the tower and firemen watching.I carefully
lowered the nose back down onto the runway. Then instinctively, I pulled the drag chute with my
left hand and simultaneously hit the tailhook release with my right hand. This was not protocol. It
was never something we practiced. I also pressed as hard as I safely could on the brakes
avoiding a skid and blown tires.It occurred to me that if I approached the end of the cement
paved runway there would be a heavy-duty cable designed for “barrier” engagement. Beyond
that, there was a webbing that might stop a slow-rolling F-100, but I would probably tear through
that like a red-hot knife in butter. I had only one slim hope. When I dropped the tailhook, I
glanced up and saw the cable that I had to hook, just going under my view under the nose of the
plane. I was hoping the hook had not bounced over the cable as it was often known to do. The
runway was new, smooth and flat. The cable was new and as strong as it would ever be, but I
wondered if it could withstand a carrier type landing with a full load of fuel and my weapons. I
didn’t know the answer, but I would soon find out.
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Grandparents, “Great read, I couldn't put it down. If you are interested in flying and how it attracts
a special breed this is a book you'll find hard to put down. It all starts with the cover and is edited
by the amazing Major General Donald W. Shepperd, USAF (Ret.) is president of The Shepperd
Group, Inc. He performs independent consulting on defense, strategic planning, executive
leadership, information technology, and visioning and preparation of executive teams for the
21st century. He was a fighter pilot who flew 247 combat fighter missions in Vietnam. He retired
in 1998 from the Pentagon where he served as head of the Air National Guard. He commanded
over 110,000 Air National Guard personnel, 1400 aircraft, 88 flying units, and 250 support units
spread throughout the 54 states and territories. General Shepperd was a military analyst for
CNN.”

Robert, “For all generoand genders. Each story is different and well written by men who as a
group I’ve shared their time.I recommend it as a book for all generations to read at one’s leisure
and while relaxing.”

Jerry Key, “Great book. A must read for all military members”

Jeslyn W, “Pilots Stories. If you love to hear stories from pilots about their adventures, then read
this book!!!”

Ted Olsen, “GREAT BOOK!. I found this book to be to be one of the best books I have ever read!
If you like planes you'll love reading about these pilot geezers who flew them!”

JS 62, “Life wisdom for all ages. Do you like "war stories"? Then this is the book you want.
These are well-told first person stories by the men who accomplished much while defending our
country and pioneering in space.”

Bearhug444, “Geezers and Airplanes. War Stories. Dancing on the Edge. If you like listening to
octogenarians with lots of great stories and still living strong, this books for you!Great job Shep
et al.”

Stuart Craig, “Excellent Book. Amazing stories.”

The book by Gramma Rebec has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 92 people have provided feedback.
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